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Abstract

In order to evaluate specific multiple antenna techniques in an ultra wide band context, a deterministic MIMO–UWB (Multiple
Input Multiple Output – Ultra Wide Band) channel simulator has been developed. It is based on a ray tracing approach combined
with frequency domain geometrical optics and uniform theory of diffraction (GO–UTD). This article presents the theoretical
framework of the simulator. This framework encompasses all the channel effects including coupled antenna arrays while exhibiting
the channel reciprocity property. It is adapted for both practical ray tracing implementation and digital communication channel
models realization that can be used to evaluate systems’ performances. The ray tracing approach provides the angle of departure
and angle of arrival, which enables one to have a deeper understanding of physical phenomena involved in MIMO transmissions.
To cite this article: L.-M. Aubert et al., C. R. Physique 7 (2006).
© 2006 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Simulation déterministe de canaux de transmission MIMO–UWB. Dans le but d’évaluer les techniques multi-antennes
dans un contexte ultra large bande, un simulateur déterministe de canal MIMO–UWB (Multiple Input Multiple Output – Ultra
Wide Band) a été développé. Celui-ci est basé sur un tracé de rayons associé à l’optique géométrique et la théorie uniforme de
la diffraction (OG–TUD). Ce papier présente le cadre théorique sur lequel le simulateur est basé. Ce cadre théorique fait état
de l’ensemble des effets du canal en incluant les antennes ainsi que leur couplage. Le formalisme adopté permet de mettre en
évidence la réciprocité du canal. Ce cadre théorique est adapté aussi bien à l’implémentation du tracé de rayons qu’à la réalisation
d’un modèle de canal utilisable pour l’évaluation des performances d’un système de communications numériques. L’approche par
tracé de rayons permet de disposer des angles d’arrivée et de départ et d’accéder ainsi à une compréhension plus approfondie des
phénomènes physiques mis en jeu dans les transmissions MIMO–UWB. Pour citer cet article : L.-M. Aubert et al., C. R. Physique
7 (2006).
© 2006 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The UWB (Ultra Wide Band) technique is a promising way of achieving both low and very high data rate in-
door communications. However, UWB systems are subject to stringent power limitations to avoid interferences with
existing systems. To overcome these limitations, sophisticated cognitive detect and avoid procedures will probably
be required. Moreover, MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) techniques are envisioned to improve the range or
the link robustness of the UWB systems [1]. The design of these two complementary techniques requires a perfect
knowledge of the transmission channel. In particular, one has to model the delay and angular clusters.

For this purpose, measurements campaigns are often carried out. However, measurements campaigns require to
implement considerable resources in a MIMO–UWB case. Moreover, measurements need complex procedures to
extract the clusters and rays delays and further do not give a simple access to the angles of departure and the angles
of arrival. In this context, deterministic simulation is an alternative solution that overcomes these difficulties while
highlighting physical phenomena involved in measurements. Delays and angles of departure and arrival are naturally
known thanks to ray tracing techniques. Moreover, simulations provide channel response in multiple scenarios and
arbitrary geometries antenna arrays.

Our deterministic simulation tool of UWB propagation has been described in [2] and [3]. It is based on the com-
bination of the ray tracing technique and geometrical optics with uniform theory of diffraction (GO–UTD). This kind
of simulation has shown to be a very powerful technique for the SISO (Single Input Single Output) UWB channel
analysis. One can see, for example, [4–6]. Considering multiple antennas applications, deterministic simulation has
also been used for theoretical MIMO channel analysis in narrow band cases [7]. Henceforth it is interesting to model
heterogeneous radio environments where coexist or interfere systems with various spatial and frequency diversity
strategies. For this purpose it is necessary to make channel simulation tools evolve toward a general MIMO–UWB
context which naturally encompasses all simpler situations.

This article presents a theoretical framework suited for ray tracing approaches which includes antennas and prop-
agation physical behavior as in [8–10]. First, the transfer functions are computed for each ray of the channel. These
ray transfer functions take into account the frequency dependency of all channel interactions including antenna with
their mismatching. The overall transfer function is then obtained by a summation over all rays bearing the propagation
delays. The extension toward the MIMO channel matrix is done either rigorously or approximatively. In both cases,
arbitrary coupled antenna arrays can be considered. This framework has been set up in order to explicitly highlight
the reciprocal nature of the either SISO or MIMO transmission channel. The last section illustrates the possibilities
offered by this joint theoretical framework and simulation tool.

2. Single ray transfer function

A channel between each couple of antennas consists in a set of rays. Each ray is characterized by its transfer
function. To compute this ray transfer function, the electromagnetic field associated to the ray is first evaluated on
the two polarization states θ and φ. The antennas with their possible mismatching are then applied to obtain the final
scalar ray transfer function.

2.1. Geometric conventions and notations

In a MIMO context, let a and b be two antenna arrays made up of M and N antennas, respectively. It is
convenient to define three coordinate systems to characterize the 3D space: Rg(O, x̂, ŷ, ẑ), Ra(A, x̂a, ŷa, ẑa), and
Rb(B, x̂b, ŷb, ẑb), respectively, the global coordinates system, and the two local coordinates systems associated with
antenna array a and b.

For the sake of simplicity, we adopt the same notation for both a vector quantity and its associated representation
in a given coordinate system. If not specified, a vector is expressed in the global coordinates system Rg . Its Cartesian
representation is a (3 × 1) column vector.

The M-dimensional antenna array a is in the position ra and defined by the (3 × M) array Ra = [ra1 . . . raM
]. The

N -dimensional antenna array b is in the position rb and defined by the (3 × N ) array Rb = [rb1 . . . rbN
] (Fig. 1).

A ray is a 3D polyline which links either ram to rbn or in a SISO case ra to rb . The unitary vectors ŝak and ŝbk

define the direction of the kth ray from the position ra and from the position rb , respectively. These two vectors define
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Fig. 1. Antenna arrays and coordinate systems in a 4 × 4 MIMO configuration.

Fig. 1. Réseaux d’antennes et repères géométriques dans une configuration MIMO 4 × 4.

two couples of angles (θak,φak) and (θbk,φbk), evaluated in the global coordinate system. The plane of departure and
the plane of arrival are defined by two orthonormal bases expressed in (3 × 2) matrix form:

• Bak = [θ̂ak φ̂ak], the basis of the plane transverse to ŝak ;
• Bbk = [θ̂bk φ̂bk], the basis of the plane transverse to ŝbk .

To retrieve the coordinates in the local bases, Ta and Tb are two (3 × 3) orthonormal transformation matrices:

Ta = [x̂a ŷa ẑa] and Tb = [x̂b ŷb ẑb] (1)

Then, the Cartesian coordinates of the vectors of directions of departure or arrival expressed in the local bases are:

ŝak |Ra = TT
a ŝak and ŝbk |Rb

= TT
b ŝbk (2)

These directions are characterized by the couple of angles (θak|Ra ,φak|Ra ) and (θbk|Rb
,φbk|Rb

), which are defined on
the antenna local bases. Finally, the local bases of the planes transverse to these directions are:

• Bak |Ra
= [θ̂ak |Ra φ̂ak |Ra ], the basis of the plane transverse to ŝak expressed in Ra ;

• Bbk |Rb
= [θ̂bk |Rb

φ̂bk |Rb
], the basis of the plane transverse to ŝbk expressed in Rb .

2.2. Expression of the field

The outgoing and incoming electric field expressed in the transverse planes, Eak and Ebk , are two (2 × 1) vectors

whose elements are the θ̂k and φ̂k components. These fields are expressed back in the global coordinate system
through the matrix product:

−→
Eak = BakEak and

−→
Ebk = BbkEbk (3)

If the outgoing and incoming electric field are expressed in the antennas local coordinate systems as E�
ak and E�

bk ,
then:

−→
Eak|Ra = Bak |Ra

E�
ak and

−→
Ebk|Rb

= Bbk |Rb
E�

bk (4)

The study of the channel through the combination of a ray tracing and the GO–UTD allows us to determine the (2×2)
matrices C̃abk and C̃�

abk which link the received incoming field to the transmitted outgoing field for each ray:

Ebk = C̃abkEak and E�
bk = C̃�

abkE�
ak (5)

where

C̃abk =
[

C̃θθ
abk C̃

θφ
abk

C̃
φθ
abk C̃

φφ
abk

]
and C̃�

abk =
[

C̃θθ�
abk C̃

θφ�
abk

C̃
φθ�
abk C̃

φφ�
abk

]
(6)

The tilde over C̃abk and C̃�
abk indicates that the propagation delay is not included in the expression. These matrices

express the attenuation and the polarization transformation undergone by the ray.
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2.3. The matrix ray transfer function

A ray is defined as a succession of L interactions. An interaction is a local physical effect including reflection,
transmission and diffraction. The lth interaction of the kth ray is characterized by a (2 × 2) diagonal interaction
matrix Alk :

Alk =
[

A
‖
lk 0

0 A⊥
lk

]
(7)

For each interaction an incoming and an outgoing bases are also defined:

Bi
lk = [

êi‖
lk êi⊥

lk

]
and Bo

lk = [
êo‖
lk êo⊥

lk

]
(8)

The unitary matrix linking two successive interactions on a ray is given by BoT
(l−1)kBi

lk . Thus, the (2 × 2) propagation
matrix over a given ray with L interactions can be expressed as the following matrix product:

C̃abk = BoT
LkBbk

[
2∏

l=L

AlkBoT
(l−1)kBi

lk

]
A1kBT

akBi
1k (9)

One can notice the specific role played by only local bases associated with global coordinate system. C̃abk does not
depend on the orientation of the antennas. It stands only for the kth ray propagation channel. The ray tracing tool
allows this matrix to be calculated and stored once. Then it can be used to evaluate the propagation channel for a
couple of antennas whatever their orientation. The matrix C̃�

abk expressed in the antennas local bases is then obtained
from the precalculated matrix C̃abk and antennas local bases transformation as follow:

C̃�
abk = BT

bk|Rb
TT

b BbkC̃abkBT
akTaBak |Ra

(10)

2.4. The scalar ray transfer function

Let us define two quantities calculated for all rays which relate the antenna a in position ra and the antenna b in
position rb , in the direction of the kth ray:

Fak(f ) = √
Gak(f )Uak(f ) and Fbk(f ) = √

Gbk(f )Ubk(f ) (11)

where Gak and Gbk are the gain of the antennas a and b, respectively, in the direction ŝak and ŝbk , respectively. The
two (2 × 1) matrices Uak(f ) and Ubk(f ) give the polarization state of the antennas a and b. Uak(f ) is expressed in
the local basis Bak|Ra associated with the direction of departure ŝak with the following unitary property [11]:∣∣Uak(f )

∣∣2= ∣∣Uθ
ak(f )

∣∣2 + ∣∣Uφ
ak(f )

∣∣2 = 1 (12)

Of course, the same properties hold for Ubk(f ).
Then, the emitted electric field necessary to initiate a GO–UTD calculation is obtained from:

E�
ak(f ) =

√
2Z0

4π

(
1 − Sa(f )

)
Fak(f ) (13)

where Z0 is the free space impedance and Sa(f ) is the scattering parameter characterizing the mismatching of the
antenna a. The received voltage is obtained by the projection of the incoming electric field on the receiving antenna.
Then the ray transfer function is:

H̃abk(f ) = −jc√
4π

√
2Z0f

(
1 − Sb(f )

)
FT

bk(f )E�
bk(f ) (14)

where Sb(f ) is the scattering parameter of the antenna b. Finally, if we define

γab(f ) = −jc

4πf

(
1 − Sb(f )

)(
1 − Sa(f )

)
and αabk(f ) = FT

bkC̃�
abkFak (15)

then, equations (14), (13) and (5) yield:

H̃abk(f ) = γab(f )αabk(f ) (16)
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We may notice that γab(f ) does not depend on the kth ray but only on the scattering parameters of antennas at both
ends.

3. Entire SISO channel

The overall channel transfer function is derived from the summation of contributions coming from each ray. The
proper phase term related to the ray propagation delay is re-introduced:

Hab(f ) =
K∑

k=1

H̃abk(f )e−2jπf τk (17)

= γab(f )

K∑
k=1

αabk(f )e−2jπf τk (18)

This relation takes into account frequency dependencies of antennas, and to a lesser extend, of propagation through
building materials. Note that these frequency variations are often legitimately neglected in narrow band situation.

In the proposed notation, antenna a is the transmitter and antenna b the receiver. If the roles of antennas are
switched, the transfer function of the transmission channel becomes:

Hba(f ) = γba(f )

K∑
k=1

αbak(f )e−2jπf τk (19)

with

γba(f ) = γab(f ) and αbak(f ) = αabk(f ) (20)

We have indeed:

αbak(f ) = FT
akC̃�

bakFbk = FT
bkC̃� T

abkFak

and

C̃bak = BiT
1k Bak

[
L∏

l=2

AlkBiT
lk Bo

(l−1)k

]
ALkBT

bkBo
Lk (21)

Knowing that matrices Alk are symmetric (Alk = AT
lk), the transpose of C̃abk in (9) yield the equality:

C̃bak = C̃T
abk and C̃�

bak = C̃� T
abk (22)

which proves the second equality in (20). Thus the SISO channel reciprocity is verified:

Hba(f ) = Hab(f ) (23)

4. Reciprocal MIMO channel matrix

The MIMO channel matrix can be expressed as the product of three matrices [12]:

Hab(f ) = (I − Sb)H̄ab(I − Sa) (24)

The symmetric matrices Sa and Sb are the scattering matrices that characterize both the mismatching and the coupling
between elements of arrays a and b. If coupling at both extremities is neglected and the antennas mismatching alone
is considered, S-matrices Sa and Sb are diagonal.

Two methods can be used to compute the MIMO channel matrix H̄ab: a rigorous one, and an approximated one that
benefits from the knowledge of angle of departure and arrival. Both these methods satisfy the reciprocity principle.
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Theoretically, each term (n,m) of the (N × M) MIMO channel matrix is a different SISO channel between the
antenna am and the antenna bn:

H̄ab(f ) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

H̄a1b1(f ) H̄a2b1(f ) . . . H̄aMb1(f )

H̄a1b2(f ) H̄a2b2(f ) . . . H̄aMb2(f )

...
...

. . .
...

H̄a1bN
(f ) H̄a2bN

(f ) . . . H̄aMbN
(f )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (25)

with

H̄ambn(f ) = −jc

4πf

K∑
k=1

αambnk(f )e−2jπf τambnk and αambnk(f ) = FT
bmnkC̃�

ambnkFamnk (26)

where Famnk (resp. Fbmnk) characterizes the antenna am (resp. bn) in the direction of the kth ray linking antennas am

and bn.
Whereas there was previously one transfer function per ray, there are now NM different transfer functions which

each requiring a specific depolarization matrix and antennas termination. Fortunately, in many practical cases it is
possible to consider that ray directions are parallel on all the antennas of a same array both at the transmitter and the
receiver side:

ŝamnk = ŝak and ŝbmnk = ŝbk (27)

Then, for each ray two steering column vectors determine the phase shift between the center of the array ra or rb and
any elements of the array ram,∀m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} or rbn, ∀n ∈ {1, . . . ,N}:

Ψak(f ) = [
e− 2jπf

c
ŝak.(ra1−ra) . . . e− 2jπf

c
ŝak.(raM

−ra)
]T (28)

Ψbk(f ) = [
e− 2jπf

c
ŝbk.(rb1−rb) . . . e− 2jπf

c
ŝbk.(rbN

−rb)
]T (29)

Finally, the approximated MIMO channel matrix is calculated from the sole transfer function of the channel between
the centers of the arrays a and b. It is noted Hab(f ) where the subscripts a and b are in bold to emphasize the fact
that the matrix is build from steering vectors:

Hab(f ) = −jc

4πf

K∑
k=1

αabk(f )Ψ T
bk(f )Ψak(f )e−2jπf τabk (30)

This approach implies that every antenna, at the transmitter or at the receiver, has the same radiation pattern. Thus this
approach does not allow one to take into account the pattern diversity provided by coupling between antennas.

5. Illustrations

The following illustrations are obtained with the deterministic UWB channel simulator described in [2] and [3].
This simulator computes indoor channel model thanks to a 3D ray tracing technique (Fig. 2). A first comparison
of results coming from simulation and measurement can be found in [13] and confirms the great potential of the
simulation to characterize the channel.

Without any antennas, the simulator gives access to the C̃abk(f ) matrices of Eq. (6) and the corresponding delays
τabk for all rays. The matrices Cabk(τ ) are the time domain representation of C̃abk(f ) into which delays are put back.
To see the evolution of the four terms of the matrix Cabk(τ ) according to the ray, each polarization couple from all
the different directions are projected on a same time axis. Fig. 3 shows this representation in the line of sight SISO
configuration of Fig. 2.

Each ray is associated with an angle of departure and an angle of arrival so that the antenna can be applied prop-
erly as in Eqs. (15), (16). Subsequently, two types of antennas are considered: omnidirectional monocone antennas
(Fig. 4(a)) and horn antennas (Fig. 4(b)). In both cases, antennas are rigorously introduced with their complex pat-
tern (11) acquired from measurements in a SATIMO near field chamber (Fig. 4(c)).
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Fig. 2. 3D ray tracing in typical indoor environment.

Fig. 2. Tracé de rayons 3D dans environnement indoor typique.

Fig. 3. Channel matrix Cab(τ ).

Fig. 3. Matrice de canal Cab(τ ).
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Fig. 4. Antennas measured in near field chamber: (a) omnidirectional monocone, (b) horn, (c) SATIMO near field chamber.

Fig. 4. Antennes mesurées en base champ proche : (a) monocône omnidirectionnel, (b) cornet, (c) base champ proche SATIMO.

Fig. 5. Time response of the channel including omnidirectional antennas.

Fig. 5. Réponse temporelle du canal incluant les antennes omnidirectionnelles.

Fig. 6. Configuration of a 2 × 2 MIMO link.

Fig. 6. Configuration d’une liaison MIMO 2 × 2.

Fig. 5 depicts the signal obtained with UWB omnidirectional monocone antennas at both transmission and re-
ception side. In this example, the channel transfer function Hab(f ) (17) is excited by a Gaussian pulse with center
frequency at 4 GHz and bandwidth equals to 2 GHz at −10 dB.

In order to have a simple representation of a multi-antennas configuration, we consider a (2 × 2) MIMO system in
which the two transmit antennas and the two receive antennas are spaced by 15 cm (Fig. 6). Let us point out that the
size and the geometry of antenna arrays are not here a limiting factor, as opposed to measurements.

Both rigorous and approximate approaches described in Section 4 are implemented in the simulator.
On the one hand, the channel matrix expressed in Eq. (24) is computed through the simulation of one ray tracing

per receiving antenna. Fig. 7 represents the corresponding time domain responses to a Gaussian pulse, with the omni-
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Fig. 7. (2×2) MIMO–UWB channel matrix in time domain with the rigorous approach: (a) omnidirectional monocone antennas, (b) horn antennas.

Fig. 7. Matrice de canal MIMO–UWB (2 × 2) dans le domaine temporel obtenue par la méthode rigoureuse : (a) antennes monocônes omnidirec-
tionnelles, (b) antennes cornets.

Fig. 8. (2 × 2) MIMO–UWB channel matrix in time domain with the approximate approach: (a) omnidirectional monocone antennas, (b) horn
antennas.

Fig. 8. Matrice de canal MIMO–UWB (2 × 2) dans le domaine temporel obtenue par la méthode approchée : (a) antennes monocônes omnidirec-
tionnelles, (b) antennes cornets.

directional monocone antennas (Fig. 4(a)) and the horn antennas (Fig. 4(b)). No coupling between arrays’ elements is
considered in these simulations.

On the other hand, one can use the approximation expressed in Eq. (30). Then, only one ray tracing is computed
and the responses on each antenna are derived from the steering vectors of Eqs. (28) and (29). Fig. 8 shows the time
domain response with the omnidirectional monocone antennas and the horn antennas.

Three remarks can be made on Figs. 7 and 8.
Firstly and obviously, the antenna directivity plays an important role on the channel response. Thanks to the de-

terministic tool, it is possible to evaluate this effect and its consequences on the statistical properties of the channel
(power delay profile, delay spread, angular spread, . . . ).

Secondly, one can observe in Figs. 7 and 8 that time domain responses on the four channels are highly corre-
lated. Differences between responses are negligible when antennas are directive. Rays that introduce important phase
differences between elements of the array are indeed filtered by the antennas.
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Fig. 9. Angles of arrival of rays (a) θ : elevation (b) φ: azimuth.

Fig. 9. Angles d’arrivée des rayons (a) θ : élévation, (b) φ : azimut.

Finally, a close examination of the responses provided by the two approaches, rigorous and approximate, shows
that the diversity between multiple responses is slightly greater in the rigorous approach. The approximate approach
is, however, justified. It consists in simulating only one channel realization, and hence is MN time faster. Therefore,
one can foresee efficient techniques to built dynamic channel model where a moving path has to be sampled. Note
that in this case it is necessary to define the correlation beyond which a new ray tracing has to be made.

The observation of time domain signals is enriched by the observation of angles of arrival plotted on Fig. 9. The
similarity between the repartition of angles of arrival from one term of the MIMO matrix to another confirms the
validity of the approximate method that relies on the hypothesis of parallel directions. The comparison of Figs. 9(a)
and (b) shows that the repartition of angles of arrival is different on the two planes, vertical and horizontal. In the
vertical plane, one can clearly distinguish a structure resulting of the main reflexions on floor and ceiling. Note that
this observation requires a fine angular resolution which cannot be easily reached by measurements. In the horizontal
plane, no clear structure appears. Nevertheless, angles close to 0 and 360◦, corresponding to the backward radiation,
are over represented. In this case, the uniform distribution model is not the most accurate one. A statistical study over
a great number of realizations is therefore necessary.

6. Conclusion

Deterministic simulations of the channel give the possibility to lead a complementary analysis of the MIMO–UWB
channel with respect to measurements. Firstly, this paper has presented the theoretical framework on which relies the
deterministic modeling of the MIMO–UWB channel, based on a ray tracing method. This framework satisfies the
channel reciprocity principle that is a prerequisite for time reversal communications [14,15]. Secondly, illustrations
gotten from simulations have been briefly analyzed. As a conclusion of this first analysis, it seems necessary to
evaluate the spatial diversity gain while the system benefits from most of the frequency diversity otherwise. Spatial
correlation between UWB signal is indeed important since the fading is already softened by UWB techniques. We can
expect to have to space elements of the arrays by a greater distance than in a narrow band system to benefit from the
spatial diversity in a UWB case.
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